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Abstract
Chemoattractant gradients are rarely well-controlled in nature and recent attention has turned to bac-
terial chemotaxis toward typical bacterial food sources such as food patches or even bacterial prey. In
environments with localized food sources reminiscent of a bacterium’s natural habitat, striking phenom-
ena – such as the volcano effect or banding – have been predicted or expected to emerge from chemotactic
models. However, in practice, from limited bacterial trajectory data it is difficult to distinguish targeted
searches from an untargeted search strategy for food sources. Here we use a theoretical model to identify
statistical signatures of a targeted search toward point food sources, such as prey. Our model is con-
structed on the basis that bacteria use temporal comparisons to bias their random walk, exhibit finite
memory and are subject to random (Brownian) motion as well as signaling noise. The advantage with
using a stochastic model-based approach is that a stochastic model may be parametrized from individual
stochastic bacterial trajectories but may then be used to generate a very large number of simulated tra-
jectories to explore average behaviors obtained from stochastic search strategies. For example, our model
predicts that a bacterium’s diffusion coefficient increases as it approaches the point source and that, in
the presence of multiple sources, bacteria may take substantially longer to locate their first source giving
the impression of an untargeted search strategy.
Keywords: Chemotaxis, predator-prey, bacteria, point sources, stochastic dynamics, statistical signature
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2Introduction
Chemotaxis is the process by which bacteria move toward chemoattractant (CA) or recede from chemore-
pellent (CR) [1–3]. Escherichia coli has served as a model organism establishing basic chemotaxis prin-
ciples broadly relevant to many bacterial species [3–13]. Such principles include the notion that, rather
than steering, bacteria run and re-orient. This dynamical motif, first established for E. coli [4], and
subsequently explained on the basis of E. coli’s flagellar physiology [14–16], is recapitulated in bacteria
equipped with different flagellar physiology [8, 17–22]. Adaptation (a bacterium’s sensitivity to relative
rather than absolute changes in CA) is yet another feature well studied in E. coli [23, 24] and observed
across other bacterial species [25–28].
Typical bacterial dynamical features, such as adaptation times occurring on second timescales [26] and
the fact that bacteria are subject to Brownian motion, give rise to emergent behaviors that are unique to
bacteria tracking point sources of CAs. One such example is the recently predicted volcano effect [3,29].
This effect, predicted on the basis of theoretical and computational models, describes the projected shell
shape volume that bacteria occupy around rather than on CA patches because of a delay in bacterial
response to the detected CA. Thus bacteria run past a source and subsequently re-orient by tumbling
thereby spending most of their time around, and not on, the point CA source. In practice, even if the
point source of CA is stationary (which is not the case of a bacterial prey), observing such effects would
require averaging over multiple bacterial trajectories. For such reasons, we develop a model to predict
statistical signatures of a targeted search that is based on known and measurable short-time bacterial
dynamics.
Identifying statistical signatures of a targeted search by bacteria toward food patches may be helpful
in assessing what behavioral pattern of marine bacteria around food patches may be attributed to chemo-
tactic attraction [6] and may also provide deeper insight on the hunting strategy of bacterial predators
toward their prey.
The latter is especially interesting given that it is still debated if the predatory bacterium Bdellovibrio
bacteriovorus, Bb, discovered over fifty years ago [30] targets its prey or simply bumps into it at random
[9, 31–38] despite extensive genetic studies [36, 39–41, 41–43] and chemotactic assays [31–33, 35]. For
example, the complete genome of Bb HD100 including its methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins and
component-regulatory chemotaxis genes have been identified and fully characterized [41]. These findings
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3suggest a small role of chemotaxis in Bb’s predation. However, unlike neutrophils chasing bacteria, Bb
are much smaller (less than one micron) and they typically move many times faster than their prey [44]
including Salmonella, Pseudomonas, and E. coli [9]. For this reason the motion of Bb neighboring its prey
often appears not to specifically target its prey and recent work by our lab suggests that a hydrodynamic
mechanism may facilitate Bb’s co-localization with its prey [45].
Here we first briefly summarize key features of a statistical model of chemotaxis we’ve previously
developed [46] that incorporates basic known features of chemotaxis. Our focus here is on using our
model to make statistical predictions of deviations from an untargeted search neighboring point sources.
Our model is not molecular or biochemical in detail. Rather it is a general top-down model applicable
to many bacteria that satisfy its basic assumptions (summarized in the section below) and holds equally
well for predators seeking prey or foraging bacteria seeking inanimate point sources.
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4Methods
The model. We model the source of CA as an immobile point food source, located at position rs
relative to some origin, that emits particles (CA molecules detectable by a searcher such as a predator)
with rate per unit time R. CA particles diffuse away from the source according to a normal diffusion
equation in an infinite domain with open boundary conditions [46, 47]. The detection rate (called hit
rate), R(rj |rs; t), depends on the distance between rj and rs, where rj is the searcher’s location and the
explicit time dependence accounts for the possibility that the CA source moves in time. CA particles
diffuse with coefficient D and decay with some long time constant τ such that, in the long time limit for
a stationary source, the CA profile has reached this steady-state
R(rj |rs) = aR|rj − rs| exp
(
−|rj − rs|
λ
)
(1)
where a is the searcher’s radius, and λ =
√
Dτ is the decay constant for the CA particles.
The number of hits, hj , detected by the searcher at position rj over some time interval [t, t + ∆t] is
then distributed according to a Poisson distribution with spatially varying rate given in Eq. (1)
P (hj) =
(∆tR(rj |rs))hj
hj !
exp (−∆tR(rj |rs)) . (2)
To model the searcher, we consider the fact that bacteria are typically too small to measure spatial
gradients directly. Rather, they perform a temporal comparison of signal [48], integrate signals over the
course of seconds [49,50] and use this information to bias their random walk [23,51,52]. For this reason,
we define a transition probability, p(rj+1|{ri, hi}i≤j), for a bacterium to move to a new position rj+1
depending on (i.e. conditioned on) the bacterium’s previous hit history supplied by the conjugate pairs
of variables {ri, hi}i≤j .
In addition, bacteria show adaptation to gradients [24,25,27,28,53–55] (thus, rather than depending
explicitly on h or differences in h, ∆h, they depend on 5 log h defined below), and are subject to random,
Brownian, motion [56, 57] as well as internal noise in the chemotaxis signaling cascade [24, 58–60] both
integrated into a single parameter σ [46]. On the basis of these physical observations, we write down the
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5following transition probability
p(rj+1|{ri, hi}i≤j) = N exp
−
(
rj+1 − rj −
n+m∑
i=n
αifj−i
)2
2σ2
 . (3)
The coefficients {αi} describe the weight assigned to information gathered at various time points in the
past and have dimensions of length. Furthermore we define
fk ≡ (rk − rk−1)|rk − rk−1| ·
(hk − hk−1)
hk
≡ 5 log hk (4)
where, to be clear, hk are the number of hits at position rk (i.e. the number of stochastic detections
of CA/CR molecules by outer membrane chemoreceptors). In addition, the ‘memory’ m determines
how far into the past hit information is considered by the bacterium in selecting its future position
while the normalization constant is N = ∫ drj+1p(rj+1|{ri,5 log hi}i≤j). For convenience, we rewrite
p(rj+1|{ri, hi}i≤j) as p(rj+1|{ri,5 log hi}i≤j). Since the bacterium’s response only depends on 5 log h,
our model ignores saturation effects that may occur when chemoattractant concentration is very high.
When concentrations are high and gradients are steep (i.e. the low fluctuation regime), the searcher in the
model closely follows the path of higher CA gradient as would be expected [46]. In implementing Eq. (4),
if hj is very small (and could drop to zero) or if sampling a future position is done in a discrete lattice
space (where the probability of sampling rj+1 = rj is finite), the denominator of Eq. (4) could vanish.
We have proposed a way to avoid such complications in a previous paper (Eq. 8 in [46]). However, in all
our calculations here, hj is large enough never to be zero, and we sample positions in continuous space
where the probability of sampling rj+1 = rj is vanishingly small.
We also define an adaptation time, Ta = n×∆t, which is the time it takes for a bacterium to respond
to changes in 5 log h [26]. Here ∆t is a data acquisition time (assumed smaller than the adaptation
time) and n is an integer to be determined. In our expression for the transition probability (Eq. (3)), an
adaptation time Ta lasting n time intervals is assumed when we set αi = 0 for i < n. The case where all
{α} = 0 coincides with a random ‘untargeted’ search for prey. In other words, it coincides with a search
where no chemical signal information is exploited by the searcher.
While in our previous work [46], our focus was on showing how all unknown parameters, {{α}, σ} ≡
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6{{α0, α1, α2, · · · }, σ}, could be directly inferred from single cell tracking data using maximum likelihood
methods, here we focus on predictions of our model, valid over broad parameter ranges, assuming param-
eters have already been learned. In other words, we investigate what statistical signatures of a targeted
search emerge under different parameter regimes including searches by bacteria surrounded by multiple
sources. These parameters include: the memory length (m), noise (σ) and the adaptation time (Ta). Our
approach identifies the behaviors one should expect over broad parameter ranges under the assumptions
of our model.
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7Results
We first explore the effects arising from the stochasticity of hits on the behavior of searchers and, in doing
so, qualitatively illustrate why searchers (such as predators) may appear to adopt an untargeted search
strategy when surrounded by multiple prey.
All subfigures in Fig. 1 depict representative trajectories of a single searcher surrounded by food
sources located on the radius of a circle (R = 1000a where a is the size of the searcher) centered on the
searcher’s initial condition. The number of sources neighboring the searcher increases from 1 to 128. The
3D trajectories are projected in 2D for the sake of illustration. As the number of sources around the
searcher grow, the searcher initially tumbles more often as it receives conflicting signals from opposing
sources. As a result, when surrounded by point sources, somewhat counter-intuitively, the searcher takes
longer to locate its first point source; see Fig. 2(A). In fact, the entire distribution of arrival times to the
first source broadens substantially and its maximum shifts to longer times as the number of point sources
increases (Fig. 2(B)) thereby creating the impression of an untargeted search in an environment crowded
by point sources.
What is more, as bacteria approach the source, sudden large variations in the number of hits over
length scales comparable to a few bacterial body lengths, a, induce erratic changes in the bacterium’s
behavior – captured in Figs. 3-6 – which we now detail.
First, the volcano effect, previously predicted for bacteria around point sources [3,29], is recapitulated
by our model. This effect arises because the bacterium’s response time exceeds the time it takes to
traverse the immediate neighborhood of a point source. As a result, the bacterium overshoots the source
and eventually turns back thus spending most of its time in some shell surrounding the source (Fig. 3(A)).
Figure 3(B) shows the bacterial density (normalized over volume) as a function of its radial distance from
the source illustrating the distinctive volcano density peak at some distance from the source. While the
volcano effect is only in practice observable by considering multiple bacterial trajectories, we can predict
the volcano shape given a model parametrized on short trajectories from few bacteria. The same is
true for the value of the searcher’s diffusion coefficient around a point source that requires less data to
characterize.
Intuitively, while one might expect the source to behave as a trap reducing the bacterium’s diffusion
coefficient as it neighbors the source, the behavior predicted by the model is the precise opposite. The
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8bacterium’s diffusion coefficient instead peaks dramatically (Fig. 3(C)) as it approaches the source. This
is because the gradient gets sharper closer to the source resulting in overall longer steps. See Eqs. (1)-(4).
Figure 3 (D) captures how the searcher may even exhibit noncircular orbits for some time when it
gets close enough to the point source for given large memories. This is because for long enough decay
times of CA molecules (τ), Eq. (1) can be approximated as c(r) ∝ 1/r where r is the distance from the
source. On the other hand, the chemotactic attraction (force) on the bacterium by the source – which
sets up the CA gradient of c(r) in the space – is proportional to the gradient of log c(r) (see Eq. (1))
generating an approximate central force of 1/r [61].
While we have previously shown howthe entire memory function (set of {α}’s) could be inferred
from bacterial trajectories (from which the volcano shell density shape could be predicted) [46], it is
also possible to do the reverse. That is, it is possible to start from bulk experiments revealing bacterial
densities around point sources in order to infer features of bacterial memory. For example, we investigated
whether one could deduce the adaptation time from the shape of the density shell arising from the volcano
effect (Fig. 3(B)). Figure 4 shows how the density surrounding the source changes as we vary the searcher’s
precision (σ) (Fig. 4(B)) for the (decaying) memory function (set of {α}’s) shown in Fig. 4(A). As can be
seen from Figs. 4(B), both width and maximum of the density peak are functions of σ (and also n, data
now shown). Broadly we find that, as we increase σ, the volcano effect disappears. This is because for
larger σ’s the probability distribution for sampling the next position broadens, resulting in a shallower
volcano effect and, ultimately, its elimination altogether. Likewise, we find that as we increase n, the
peak of the volcano density largely shifts toward larger r’s and it broadens.
Figure 5 quantitatively shows how both width, W , and peak location, R0, of the density shell – defined
in Fig. 5(B) – depend on the adaptation time duration (in unitless n) and the memory (in unitless m).
The memory function itself used here is shown in Fig. 5(A). In Figs. 5(C) and (D) we show how the
volcano shell radii and width vary with m (for a fixed and given adaptation time) while their variation in
n for a fixed m is shown in Figs. 5(E) and (F). Intuitively, we see that as memory increases, the volcano
shell radii (R0) and width (W ) increase because larger memory means more information from the past
biases the searcher thereby requiring longer times for the searcher to correct for having overshot the
source. This, in turn, results in larger volcano shells (larger R0, and W ). However, the response of the
volcano shell to adaptation time is more complex. While we see that as n increases, R0 broadly increases
(particularly for smaller n values), we do not observe significant changes in W with n.
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9We conclude with a phase diagram, shown in Fig. 6, illustrating the different stationary densities
expected from a searcher surrounded by two different sources as a function of the inverse sources distance
(1/d) and the searcher’s adaptation time Ta (in unitless n). The phases we recover are shown in Fig. 6 in
red and blue. The red region coincides with two volcano shells forming around individual sources. This
happens when the distance between both sources is large and adaptation times are shorter. By contrast,
the blue region – designating when one volcano shell forms around two sources – arises in the opposite
regime. In particular, when adaptation times are long, the searcher’s perception of the location of the
source is blurred and the searcher perceives two sources as one.
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10
Discussion
A targeted search by a bacterium for a point food source is a difficult search problem. Bacteria must at
once detect small CA numbers released from the point source and, if the point source moves, bacteria
would need to forecast their source’s position on the basis of information previously obtained.
Here we have used a statistical top-down chemotaxis model, based on stochastic detection of signal
integrated in time by bacteria subject to Brownian motion as well as internal and external signaling noise,
to study the dynamics of bacteria around point CA sources. While stochasticity in CA hits received by
the searcher gives rise to a search strategy that may naively appear untargeted by eye, our model makes
predictions regarding the types of behaviors expected from bacteria targeting a point source even when
data is limited. That is, starting from the hypothesis that searchers are drawn toward point sources by
CA detection, we identify statistical signatures of a targeted search and show that features of bacterial
behaviors, such as adaptation times, may be gleaned from emergent behavior neighboring point sources,
such as the radius of a volcano shell.
Our top-down model does not contain signaling pathway-level details. It does however provide a
statistical approach appropriate to addressing cell-level dynamical questions as they relate to foraging
bacteria. Stochastic detection – a natural consequence of searching for a point source which releases few
CAs – may indeed be important in a bacterium’s search for CA sources releasing few and thus highly
variable number of detectable molecules. Such a search may be particularly relevant to marine bacteria
scavenging small patches of food in turbulent ocean waters [5–7, 62–64] or predatory bacteria seeking
out motile bacterial prey [41]. In both cases, the food patch or the prey could be modeled as a point
CA source releasing few CAs. At such low CA concentrations, a model capable of describing chemotaxis
in an environment with a variable and noisy number of CA molecules in space is required in order
to characterize statistical signatures of targeted search by bacteria. The regime of small number and
variable detections by bacteria may be relevant given, for instance, the sensitivity of chemotactic species
due to large amplification of signal at the signal transduction pathway [60] and the ultrasensitivity of
the flagellar motor to the intracellular concentration of the chemotactic signaling proteins [65]. In other
words, bacteria are sensitive and respond to CAs down to a few detection events [60]. For instance,
bacterial runs in E. coli can be substantially lengthened (by 30%) even in nM gradients [60,66].
Our model does have limitations. Beyond immobile CA sources considered thus far, we have not yet
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explicitly considered advection of the fluid in which the searcher seeks a point source or even saturation
effects relating to bacteria no longer responding to a point source beyond a critical CA concentration. We
have also not yet considered the possibility that prey may detect and respond to approaching predators
[67]. In particular, both fluid advection and mobile sources would provide interesting generalizations of
our approach as they would result in what would appear as a randomizing influence on the searcher’s
dynamics that may otherwise again be misinterpreted as an untargeted search.
Indeed, while it is obvious by eye that neutrophils target bacterial prey [68] any determination of a
targeted search by bacterial predators for their prey or other bacterial foragers toward a point source is
more complex in part because predators, for example, may move faster than their prey [44], are smaller
and therefore lack spatial gradient sensing [51, 69] and are more susceptible to Brownian forces [70, 71]
than larger cells. In particular, in the case of predatory-prey bacteria communities, while it is still
strongly debated whether the model bacterial predator, Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus [32], actively seeks out
its prey [45], a chemotactic search by bacterial predators remains plausible as other bacterial predators
such as Myxococcus xanthus are known to seek out their prey chemotactically [72].
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Figure 1. Bacterial search strategies may appear untargeted if searchers are surrounded by
multiple CA sources. All point sources have identical emission properties and were placed in the z = 0
plane equidistantly from the initial location of the mobile searcher (placed at the origin, black circle).
The number of point sources surrounding the searcher are 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. The green
stars denote the locations of the point sources on a circle of radius R. To generate all trajectories, the
next step is allowed to be taken until the distance between the searcher and the source is less than 50a
(trajectory ends are denoted by blue squares). We used α0/a = 10, σ/a = 1, R/a = 1000, n = 0, and
m = 10 (all αi are the same as α0 and zero beyond the given memory). Simulation is done in 3D, but a
2D projection in the z = 0 plane is shown. For all simulations throughout this paper we used ∆t = 0.1s,
a = 1µm, R = 1.7× 107s−1, and λ = 105µm.
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Figure 2. It takes longer for the searcher to locate the first source as the number of sources
increases. (A) The mean time taken for a bacterium to find the first point source increases with the
number of point sources surrounding the searcher. Each data point represents the average from 2000
simulations with its associated standard deviation shown as error bars. In (B) we show histograms
(drawn from 2000 simulations) of the time taken by bacteria to find the first point source for 1, 2 or 64
sources surrounding the searcher. As the number of sources increases, the histograms become broader
and shift to the right. The dashed lines are normal fits to the corresponding histograms with means and
standard deviations (Std) provided in the inset. Time in both are unitless (they are reported with respect
to mean time for N = 1). The trajectories are stopped when the searcher gets to a distance of 50a from
the first source. We used α0/a = 10, σ/a = 1, R/a = 1000, n = 0, and m = 10.
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Figure 3. Trajectories, the volcano effect and diffusion coefficients shown for a configuration
with 4 point sources. (A) A trajectory and (B) its coinciding normalized density distribution (gen-
erated using 100 trajectories) illustrating the volcano effect with r0 designating the position of the first
point source located. (C) The diffusion coefficient of the searcher increases as the searcher approaches
a point source (at 2000 on the x-axis) with r the radial distance from the starting point (the center
of the circle shown in (A)). We calculate the diffusion coefficient from simulated trajectory data, more
specifically, we calculate mean square displacements over each step. In (A)-(C) trajectories are run for
20,000 steps. We used α0/a = 30, σ/a = 1, R/a = 2000, n = 0, and m = 30. (D) The searcher appears
to make loops as it approaches the point source. In other words, it runs past the source, tumbles over
some distance and then runs past the source once more. This type of trajectory – which arises typically
for larger m and larger σ because these give rise to broader turns and larger loops – was generated using
1000 steps, starting from (0, 0, 0), with a point source located at (1000, 1000, 1000). Here we used
α0/a = 30, σ/a = 5, n = 5, and m = 50. The simulation is done in 3D but a projected 2D plot of the
results in the z = 0 plane is shown for all trajectories used in this figure.
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Figure 4. The volcano ring’s shape around point sources depends on the adaptation time
(Ta) and precision ( ). (Hossein: this caption doesn’t make sense to me at all. All parameters that
are in common for all subfigures should be listed at the bottom. All the parameters that change
between subfigures should be listed as you describe each subfigure. Please re-write.—¿) Each plot is an
average of 200 trajectories. We used ↵(t)/↵0 = (0.9)
t Ta as given in (C), ↵0/a = 30, R/a = 1732, and a
constant memory of m = 100. (A) We used adaptation time of Ta = 0.5s. (B) we used  /a = 1.
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Figure 5. The peak location (R0) and width (W ) of the volcano ring changes with the
adaptation time (Ta) and the memory (m). (A) A cartoon showing how the functional form for
↵(t) depends on m and Ta. (B) An illustration of the quantities R0 and W . R0 is the peak location (the
radius) and W is the width of the volcano shell with R0 defined as the average of all radii with densities
more than 0.9⇥MAX (¡—I don’t understand this. Please re-write more clearly. What is Max? How
are you defining R0?), and W is defined as the average widths of densities between 0.6⇥MAX and
0.8⇥MAX (¡—I don’t understand this.). (C) R0 vs m for fixed Ta = 0.5s. This shows that as memory
increases R0 increases because XYZ (D) W vs m for fixed Ta = 0.5s, (¡—add explanation as above) (E)
R0 vs Ta for fixed m = 10, (¡—add explanation as above) (F) W vs Ta for fixed m = 10. (¡—add
explanation as above) The data points are obtained from 100 independent trajectories in (C) and (D),
and 500 independent trajectories in (E) and (F). Memory coe cients profile ↵(t) that we used to
generate this data was a square wave as given in (A). We used ↵0/a = 30, R/a = 1732.
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Figure 4. The volcano ring’s shape around point sources depends on the precision (σ). (A)
Here we show the decaying memory coefficients that we used for the results presented in this figure. In
previous work, we showed how to infer these model parameters (see Fig. 5 in [46] for the case of a decaying
memory). Here we investigate the effects of precision (σ) on the volcano shape for such decaying memory.
Specifically, we used α(t)/α0 = (0.9)
t−Ta for Ta < t < Ta + 10 (n < i < n + 100) and 0 elsewhere with
α0/a = 30. (B) Here we show the volcano density profile for different value of σ. We used an adaptation
time of n = 5 and the plot is obtained from an average of 200 trajectories simulated in 3D.
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Figure 5. The peak location (R0) and width (W ) of the volcano ring changes with the
adaptation time (n) and the memory (m). (A) A cartoon showing how the functional form for α(t)
depends on n and m. Here we use a finite constant memory with a finite delay (a square profile). We
change n and m to quantitatively investigate how the volcano changes versus memory and the adaptation
time. (B) An illustration of the quantities R0 and W . R0 is the peak location (the radius) and W is the
width of the volcano shell with R0 defined as the average of all radii with densities higher than 90% of
the maximum density, and W defined as the average width of the volcano with densities between 60%
and 80% of the maximum density. In other words, R0 is the average radius of the density profile falling
within the red area, and W is the average width of the density falling within the blue area. (C) R0 vs m
for fixed n = 5. (D) W vs m for fixed n = 5. (E) R0 vs n for fixed m = 10. (F) W vs n for fixed m = 10.
These data points are obtained from 100 independent trajectories in (C) and (D), and 500 independent
trajectories in (E) and (F), all simulated in 3D. Error bars in all plots reflect a single standard deviation.
A square-memory function was used here in order to allow us to vary n and m independently without
introducing additional parameters describing the memory’s decay.
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Figure 6. A phase diagram for the volcano shell formed around two sources showing its
dependence on the inverse distance between two sources (1/d) and the adaptation time
(Ta = n×∆t). The red region coincides to the parameter regime where two volcano shells form around
individual sources, while the blue region is for a unique volcano shell (insets are for illustration). To
distinguish the single-shell region (blue) from the two-volcano-shells region (red), we use the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient and seek non-monoticity of the radial bacterial density as we move away from
a first source defined as the origin. That is, if a second peak is statistically significant (which happens
for the case of two distinct volcano shells), it will be detected as a violation of the expectation that
the profile beyond the first peak should decay monotonically. More precisely, absolute values for this
coefficient larger than 0.99 correspond to the blue region, i.e. the phase with only one volcano shell
surrounding both sources. Data from 200 trajectories simulated in 3D was collected to calculate each
density profile. We used the memory function given in Fig. 4(A) for these results.
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